Microwave Plasma CVD Reactors for Growing Diamond in the Laboratory
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Opinion

Diamond material, being used as abrasive in cutting and polishing industry, is primarily sourced from high pressure high temperature (HPHT) synthetic process. Natural diamonds from mines are mostly used in gem industry. But due to unavailability of defect free chemically pure diamond, its use has so far not been realized in semiconductor industry. Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process grown diamond being highly pure and nowadays formed as big single crystals, can replace silicon used in high power switches; also can replace sapphire used in optical windows for transmitting x-rays to microwaves. But such high end applications are difficult to find large market in near future. Gem industry is the only potential market which can sustainably infuse funding after profiting from its sale, for the research and development of diamond materials in laboratories.

Commercial CVD process, viz. hot filament CVD route, which grows diamond over large area and of big single crystal dimensions, has routinely been used for growing polycrystalline diamond over industrial tools, but it is not a very chemically pure process of growing diamond. On the other hand, microwave plasma CVD can produce defect free white diamonds which is somewhat limited by the size of the growth area. Since 2.45GHz and 915MHz are the two microwave frequencies allowed for industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) usage, it is now being important to design and develop efficient 915MHz CVD reactors for mass production of diamond material, whereas 2.45GHz reactors has well been established for diamond production since 1990s. 170GHz Gyrotron installations require 4 inch diameter polycrystalline diamond windows for efficient transmission of 1 MW microwave power. The kind of heat load that is generated during such power transmission cannot be handled by any other material. 2.45GHz microwave plasma CVD reactor cannot grow diamond discs larger than 3 inches. So in order to deposit pure diamond coatings over larger than 75 mm diameter, 915MHz microwave plasma enhanced CVD reactors have to be adopted. This article will brief about the microwave plasma CVD reactors for diamond processing.

Several commercial reactors with different input power and geometry are available at 915MHz frequencies. Developing a vacuum CVD system with microwave excitation for plasma formation requires the following design considerations.

Any CVD reactor basically deposits solid phase from vapour phase with introduction of precursor gases. The reactant gases flow towards the heated zone where they mix and react with each other to precipitate atom by atom onto the substrate material to form continuous solid mass. The CVD reactor is technically a high temperature process which requires proper thermal arrangements of the reactor for efficient heat flow.

At first instance, a closed chamber of definite geometry is needed, which has to be evacuated by vacuum pumps (first by rotary pump to 10-3torr level of rough vacuum and further by turbo molecular pump for high level of vacuum). The pressure inside the chamber is monitored by pressure gauges (Pirani gauge for rough level and capacitance manometer for high level of vacuum). The inlet pipe from the pump towards the chamber is lined with pressure gauges and valves. Once rough level of vacuum is achieved, the gate valve along the turbo pump is opened for drawing out more air molecules from the chamber. To attain high level of vacuum, it is essential that the vacuum chamber is properly sealed away from the atmosphere with o-rings, lubricated by vacuum grease. Generally, 316SS steel is used for fabricating vacuum chambers, while vacuum lines, gas lines are made up of flexible bellow, vacuum fittings, pipes, flanges etc., which reduces chances of degassing from chamber wall during vacuum. Pressure gauges are made up of elastic metal diaphragm and ceramic plates. The evacuated gap between them acts as a capacitor which on deflection of the metal wall varies by change in pressures.

Usually temperature is monitored by double wavelength IR pyrometer, which receives 0.7-1.1μm and a subset of 1-1.1μm electromagnetic waves from the source and thereby nullifies the effect of partial field of view, obstructions in the path or presence of any plasma etc. in the path of the incident waves in accurately measuring the temperature by comparing the ratio of their received energies. Since this kind of measurements are done for hot bodies, so minimum 600 °C is the lower limit beyond which the temperature can be measured.
If there is formation of plasma, then it would be required to design the chamber for cooling with water (may be chilled water from a cooler). The CVD chamber wall can be designed to have water circulation (cold wall reactors) or the substrate stage can have enough cold water circulation for controlling the heat flow to and out of the substrate surface.

In case of substrate biasing, it is essential to connect appropriate cathode and anode inside the vacuum chamber to the outside positive and negative ends of a power supply unit through insulating vacuum tight feedthroughs. But it has been observed that biasing the substrate does form erratic plasma inside the vacuum chamber thereby shifting the hemispherical plasma location off the substrate surface. Moreover, localized plasma formation at different positions inside a vacuum chamber may cause permanent damage to the steel chamber walls. Opening and closing of vacuum chamber can be carried out either manually or by automatic gear heads.

The precursor gases are flown into the vacuum chamber through mass flow controller (MFC). The chamber working pressure is controlled by adjusting the throttle valves, which are electronically connected to the pressure gauges. MFCs are having two temperature junctions, usually maintained at similar temperature by flow of currents. On passing of gases from one side of the junction, there would be drop in temperature which would necessitate to draw more current for keeping both the junctions at the same temperature. Such current flow is calibrated with gas flow rates based on their specific heat capacity.

The momentum of one-dimensional particle confined in a box can be written as: \( p = \frac{h}{\lambda} = \frac{n h}{2L} \), where, \( n = 1, 2, 3, ... \) for \( L \) box length.

\[ E = \frac{p^2}{2m} = \frac{n^2 \hbar^2}{8mL^2} = E_n. \]

The energy expression for 3-d box can be written as:

\[ E = (n_x^2 + n_y^2 + n_z^2)\hbar^2/8mL^2 \]

Transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM) is thrown into the CVD chamber from a magnetron via waveguides etc. to form standing waves. It is designated as TM0mn, where 0 in the suffix is to denote axis symmetric nature of the wave; \( m \) and \( n \) are the integers denoting nodes along the radial and axial directions of the standing wave.

For generation of successful plasma inside the CVD vacuum chamber [1-3] for depositing diamond the following design criterion are critical:

a. Geometry of the chamber
b. Frequency of the incident electromagnetic wave
c. Coupling efficiency of the electromagnetic wave
d. Gas flow in and out
e. Dielectric windows which are microwave transparent but vacuum tight.

Cylindrical configuration [4-8] is the obvious choice for creating standing microwaves, but there are ellipsoidal [9], conical [10-12], flat [13], truncated [14], dome [15] shaped reactors. As already mentioned 2.45GHz and 915MHz are two frequencies used for CVD chamber but there are patents to use variable frequencies [16].
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